Ferry Connections

- HSC ferry 2020?
- LNG ferry 2015
- LBG 20??
- New harbour 2014
Prinsesse Isabella

- 600 pax
- 160 cars
- 4 dual fuel 1056 kW motors
- Length: 98 m
- Distance 21 km / 1h – load interval 15 min.
Bunkering
Challenges

- Optimizing parallel motor-settings
- Maneuvering
Cost-profile

- Bunkering unit: 2%
- Distribution: 26%
- LNG price: 72%
Proces for LBG

• Analysis biomass
• Local planning process
• Economical feasibility and public bid
  – EU-directive on maritime transport
  – National green funds
  – Development of liquefaction-technologies
Enjoy your stay